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Abstract. The increasing integration of renewable energy into the electricity supply system
creates new challenges for distribution grids. The planning and operation of distribution systems
requires appropriate grid models that consider the heterogeneity of existing grids.

In this paper, we describe a novel method to generate synthetic medium-voltage (MV) grids,
which we applied in our DIstribution Network GeneratOr (DINGO). DINGO is open-source
software and uses freely available data.

Medium-voltage grid topologies are synthesized based on location and electricity demand
in defined demand areas. For this purpose, we use GIS data containing demand areas with
high-resolution spatial data on physical properties, land use, energy, and demography. The grid
topology is treated as a capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP) combined with a local
search metaheuristics. We also consider the current planning principles for MV distribution
networks, paying special attention to line congestion and voltage limit violations. In the
modelling process, we included power flow calculations for validation.

The resulting grid model datasets contain 3608 synthetic MV grids in high resolution,
covering all of Germany and taking local characteristics into account. We compared the modelled
networks with real network data. In terms of number of transformers and total cable length, we
conclude that the method presented in this paper generates realistic grids that could be used
to implement a cost-optimised electrical energy system.

1. Introduction
The transition of the energy system in Germany from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources
(RES) (the Energiewende) brings new challenges to grid operation and extension planning.
These include new demands on grid topology, vast grid expansion needs, and reverse power flows
in distribution grids (DGs) due to distributed generation in low and medium-voltage grids. The
first point is addressed by the Netzentwicklungsplan (NEP), a public participatory process to
identify the expansion needs of the transmission grid [1]. However, the NEP has shortcomings.
Specifically these are considering the DG extension planning while determining transmission
grid extension needs and a severe incorporation of batteries as one flexibility option. Separated
grid extension planning of the transmission and distribution grid level [2, 3] may overestimate
overall grid extension needs in terms of capacity and costs. The research project open eGo [4]
tackles this problem by interlinking grid extension planning and operation of transmission and



distribution systems. Our objective is to unveil untapped cost reduction potential of combined
planning across the transmission and distribution grid levels. To accomplish this, our method
considers the requirements of the transmission system in planning distribution grids. The work
described in this paper is complemented by other work of Müller et al. on the eGo transmission
grid model [5].

Our research requires access to grid topology data and assets such as transformers. Whereas
grid data at the transmission level are available through Open Street Map (OSM) [6], publicly
accessible data of DGs are missing. Generally, distribution system operators (DSOs) do not
publish infrastructure data. This hinders research on grid integration of RES. How might this
problem be addressed? The Conseil International des Grands Réseaux Électriques (CIGRE)
provides sample medium-voltage (MV) grid data having typical characteristics of MV grids in
Europe [7]. Operators do publish some structural characteristics of grids in order to comply with
German legislation [8, 9]. One study analyzing DGs used real grid data provided by operators
to partners in a specific project [2]. To obtain a variety of distinct MV and low-voltage (LV)
grid data, Monte-Carlo variations of structural characteristics have been used [3]. Rui et al.
created synthetic MV test grids on the basis of two-dimensional combinations of load density
[10]. Some define reference grids which approximate a specific set of real-world grids [11].

So far, however, there are no freely available tools or methods for modelling the full variety
of DGs found in Germany while taking into account local characteristics such as loads and
generators. We wanted to develop a set of methods that generate a representative dataset of
DGs in Germany using open data. The methods we developed produce synthetic MV grids for
Germany. We use high-resolution spatial data of load and generation in order to approximate
the grid topology. The approximation of MV grid topology is achieved using a routing technique
[12, 13]. The methods, model parameters, and assumptions used in this work were developed
in close collaboration with grid planning experts from the German DSO LVN. Our paper
focuses on modelling MV grid topology; the construction of LV grids will be treated in a future
publication. Low-voltage grids are represented by aggregated load and generation at MV-LV
substations. The implementation uses open data and is released under an open-source licence.

2. Fundamental data basis
Our objective is to synthesize status quo MV grid topologies. For this reason, we use an approach
to reflect their historic development. Historically, DGs were created with the goal to distribute
power from large central power plants to customers. Thus, the peak load was the crucial design
parameter [14]. However, as capacity of RES increases, the focus on peak demand for DG
planning will become less important [15]. In order to reflect grid topology that was originally
built decades ago, we focus on peak demand as the main parameter. The impact of RES
generation units on grids will be subsequently considered.

To synthesize a MV grid topology based on the peak load, a high-resolution spatial
representation of the electricity demand is required. This is provided by Hülk et al. [16] and is
available on the OpenEnergy Platform (OEP) [17], which was developed within the open eGo
research project. The data model of Hülk et al. (see Fig. 1) includes, among other data, the
so-called medium-voltage grid districts (MVGDs) which are supply areas of MV grids named
MVGDs. These typically contain multiple load areas (LAs), which are defined as geographic
clusters where electricity is consumed. Sector-specific electricity demand are associated to these
LAs. The LAs are identified by a GIS analysis of high-resolution spatial data which contain
information about physical properties, land use, energy, and demography.

Within each LA, we define locations of MV-LV substations using an equidistant grid of points
with an interval of 360 m. Each of these substations has a supply area called low-voltage grid
district (LVGD). The LVGDs are defined by a Voronoi partition of a LA using the locations
of the MV-LV substations. The result is a hierarchical representation of real supply structures.



Figure 2 perfectly visualizes this structure of a MVGD with its areas and substations.

Figure 1. Simplified scheme of voltage
levels, substations, and areas. Figure
adapted from [16]).
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Figure 2. Example medium-voltage grid
district (MVGD) illustrating the spatial
data model.

Annual electricity consumption is assigned to LAs for the following sectors: residential, retail,
industrial, and agricultural [5]. Using standard load profiles for Germany [18], we obtain the
peak load for each of these areas. The standard load profiles are supplemented by a profile
describing industrial electricity demand assuming discrete load levels (weekday 6am-10pm: 0.8,
other 0.6). It is scaled by actual annual consumption.

Data on conventional and renewable generators are publicly available [19, 20]. We use
preprocessed versions of these datasets from [21, 22]. Some of them contain implausible
information on grid level, therefore generators are allocated to grid levels according to Table 1
[16]. A realistic DG model requires power plants with precise information about their voltage
levels and geographic locations. Conventional power plants are provided with exact locations,
whereas RES data have a low spatial accuracy. Due to privacy concerns, its spatial resolution is
reduced by the original data provider. This leads to errors of up to several kilometres. In order
to obtain realistic locations, we allocate RES capacity to certain areas. The targeted allocation
areas are defined for each type and subtype of each technology as presented in Table 2. This is
achieved by using different technology-specific distribution methods as described below.

Biomass and gas power plants are relocated to agricultural areas of MVGDs presuming a
spatial proximity to the origin of their fuel. The same areas are used for roof-mounted solar
plants of voltage levels 4 and 5. We assume these are usually located on farm buildings that
typically provide suitable sites for medium-size solar plants, whereas ground-mounted solar
generators are distributed in the MVGDs to random locations. The data contain wind energy
converters (WECs) of voltage levels 4 and 5 [20]. Those of voltage level 4 are expected to be
wind farms or clusters of single WECs. They are relocated to wind potential areas (WPAs)
provided by [23]. WPAs are defined as sites that are not classified as unsuitable for use of



Table 1. Allocation of generators to voltage level according to their nominal capacity, sum of
allocated capacity for Germany (adapted from [16]).

Voltage Nominal Allocation Cumulative Cumulative
level capacity target cap. (renewable) cap. (conv.)

4 (HV-MV) 4.5 - 17.5 MW Transition point 9.73 GW 2.48 GW
5 (MV) 0.3 - 4.5 MW MV grid 34.89 GW 0.05 GW
6 (MV-LV) 0.1 - 0.3 MW Distribution subst. 5.18 GW 0 GW
7 (LV) ≤ 0.1 MW LV grid 21.33 GW 0 GW

WECs (i.e. settlement areas, national parks, and infrastructure) and that are sufficiently distant
from settlements in order to be compliant with distance limits. The reallocation takes place
successively in descending order in terms of nominal capacity and size of the WPA. Voltage
levels 5 and 6 are dominated by single scattered WECs which are distributed throughout the
WPAs. To avoid local concentrations, WPAs are represented by a 500 x 500 m2 grid of points
that ensures a minimum distance of 500 m between two WECs, which is a common value for
current WECs [24]. Hydroelectric and geothermal power plants retain their original location.
Finally, solar and wind energy plants of voltage level 7 are assigned to LVGDs. These are
assumed to be installed on roofs of buildings (solar plants) or nearby buildings (WEC). The
distance between buildings varies considerably, several analyses show a typical range between
9 m and 102 m [25, 26, 27]. We assume an average distance of 50 m. Therefore, we derive
potential locations by applying a 50 x 50 m grid of points on each LVGD.

The processed data form a high-resolution spatial model of load and generation in Germany
which is used to determine distribution grids as described below.

3. Synthetic medium-voltage grids
The structure of synthetic MV grids resulting from the application of our method depends on
the choice of input data and the assumptions, which we will review below.

3.1. Types of medium-voltage grid districts and load areas
For historical reasons and due to local conditions, MV grids have certain topologies. The load
and the size of a supply area were crucial parameters of grid design [28]. Meshed grids are mainly
used in urban areas with high load density, whereas radial and ring structures are typically used
in regions of low load density. Since 84.3 % of German MV grids have a ring topology [3], we
assume this type of topology for all MV grids analysed in our paper. This topology consists of a
main route and branching stubs and provides a reasonable trade-off between costs and reliability
of supply [12].

First, we categorise MVGDs as urban or rural supply areas. Urban areas are usually equipped
with underground cables at a voltage of 10 kV, whereas grids in rural areas mostly constitute
of overhead lines at a rated voltage of 20 kV [28, 12]. We use the maximum distance from the
HV-MV substation to the LAs’ centres and a value of 1 kV/km line length [28]. To distinguish
between these two area types, we define a threshold of 15 km. Consequently, MVGDs with a
maximum distance of ≥ 15 km are treated as rural (20 kV), whereas MVGDs with < 15 km are
treated as urban areas (10 kV).

In accordance with these prerequisites, the LAs (introduced in Section 2) are categorised
according to their peak load. We define three categories of LAs (see Figure 3):



Table 2. Spatial distribution of generators according to type and sub-type [20] throughout
distribution supply area.

Voltage Generation Generation Allocation Cumulative
level type subtype area cap. [MW]

4 (HV-MV) biomass, gas all agricultural area 943
geothermal all - 27
hydro all - 235
solar roof-mounted agricultural area 156
solar ground-mounted, none randomly in MVGD 3923
wind all WPA (wind farms) 4451

5 (MV) biomass, gas all agricultural area 4835
geothermal all - 12
hydro all - 957
solar roof-mounted agricultural area 2785
solar ground-mounted, none randomly in MVGD 5893
wind all WPA 20408

6 (MV-LV) biomass, gas all agricultural area 1029
hydro all - 162
solar all randomly in LVGDs 3942
wind all WPA 42

7 (LV) biomass, gas all agricultural area 128
hydro all - 164
solar all randomly in LVGDs 21011
wind all randomly in LVGDs 24

(1) Aggregated LAs represent regions with high cumulative peak load. Future grid problems
involve line congestion and violation of the maximum permissible voltage band produced
by generators. They will rarely occur in urban areas because these areas have fewer
available RES sites and comparatively strong electrical grids to integrate them. Therefore,
regions of high peak load are excluded from grid reinforcement measures and modelled using
aggregated load and generation capacities. The threshold is defined by the current carrying
capacity of the line used to connect Regular LAs. Aggregated LAs are directly connected
to the MV bus bar of the HV-MV substation.

(2) Regular LAs are connected to MV rings and thus determine the rings’ topology. As the
literature does not distinguish between LAs that are part of the main ring and those
connected via stubs, we assume a minimum peak load of 100 kW for LAs being considered
in the main route of a ring (this assumption is made based on personal communication with
the grid planning department of a DSO [29]).

(3) Satellite LAs incorporate regions with low electricity peak demand (≤ 100 kVA) and lower
requirements in terms of reliability of supply. These are connected to rings via branch lines.
LAs with a peak load of less than 1 kVA are assumed to be the result of errors in data
processing and therefore omitted.
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Figure 3. Types of load areas.

3.2. Technical constraints and scenarios
When planning and operating DGs, DSOs have to comply with the legal framework; The system
must meet minimum technical requirements. In Germany, MV grids must be able to withstand
the outage of any single component e.g. a cable or transformer ((n-1)-criterion). Redundancy is
realised using switch disconnectors in MV-LV substations to isolate parts of the grid in case of a
failure. HV-MV substations meet this requirement by using at least two parallel transformers.
Common practice of DSOs is to evaluate two worst-case scenarios in order to test the stability
of grids [30]: heavy load flow (annual peak load, min. generation) and reverse power flow (max.
generation, min. load). The most important aspects of grid stability in this context are thermal
ampacity of lines and transformers, and the tolerable voltage range. The (n-1)-criterion applies
to loads only. Generators connected to the grid are not (n-1)-secure. To ensure (n-1)-secure
supply, transformers and lines need to have reserve capacity. Therefore, different load factors
for equipment are used in power flow analysis (see Table 3 [2]). The (n-1)-criterion does not
apply to LV networks.

To account for temporal variability of load and generation, typically the coincidence factor
is used. It reflects the coincidence of a group of loads and the availability of generation of a
group of generators [2]. As our method assumes the minimum generation/load with zero and
the maximum generation/load with 1, these factors have no effect and are neglected.

Furthermore, constraints on voltage stability apply. The EN 50160 standard defines the
acceptable voltage range that must be guaranteed for each customer connected to the grid [31].
Grid codes define rules for connection of RES in MV grids [18] and LV grids [32]. To account for
reactive power, we assume a power factor cosϕ of 0.9 [12] for all loads and 1.0 for generators.
Our grids are equipped with standard cable types, overhead lines, and transformers according
to [33, 28, 12] (see Table 1 in the Appendix). MV-LV substations are equipped with ideal



Table 3. Load factors of equipment (relative to rated apparent power) [2]

Equipment Load factor (LF) Load factor
heavy load flow reverse power flow

HV-MV transformer max. 60 % max. 100 %
MV cable max. 60 % max. 100 %
MV-LV transformer max. 100 % max. 100 %
LV cable/overhead line max. 100 % max. 100 %

transformers neglecting losses.

3.3. Grid topology
As mentioned above, an open ring structure of the MV grids was chosen as the base topology.
The LAs from Section 3.1 are supplied by an indefinite number of rings, which are fed by a
single HV-MV substation. The identification of MV rings is based on a method from operations
research – the capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP) [34]. In the CVRP, customers are
supplied by vehicles with limited capacity that start their route from a central depot. In an
electrical grid, the HV-MV substation serves as depot while customers are represented by the
centers of load areas. The center of an LA is calculated as the centroid or as a point on the
surface if the centroid is located outside of the area. The objective is to minimise the cumulative
route length. In our case, material and installation of lines are the main cost factors [35]. This is
based on fundamental work by Tao [12] who applied CVRP to grid planning. There is a variety
of approaches to solve CVRPs including exact, heuristic, and metaheuristic techniques [36]. We
employ a two-stage metaheuristics. The initial route construction is done using the parallel
savings heuristic of Clarke and Wright [37]. It is subsequently improved by a local search using
graph operators as described in Section 3.3.2. Figure 4 presents steps of MV grid generation
at a glance. The improved topology of the MV grid’s main route is followed by extending the
topology with additional dispersed LAs and generators. In the last two steps the resulting grid
model is tested for grid stability and reinforced if required.

Figure 4. Steps of MV grid generation.

In reality, routes of underground cables and overhead lines follow geographical characteristics
such as transport infrastructure [38]. Since the approach does not involve these constraints, the
estimated route lengths tend to be underestimated. To account for differences in route length,
a detour factor is used. Typically this value ranges from 1.1 to 1.5 [12]. We assume a detour
factor of 1.3.



3.3.1. Identification of base topology
The main route of a MV grid is identified by formulating a CVRP while considering technical
constraints (cf. Section 3.2). In order to find the initial solution of the CVRP the maximum
rated apparent power Sline,max,th of lines and cables in each MVGD must be defined. This
depends primarily on the cumulative peak load SMVGD,max of all regular LAs (cf. Section 3.1).
Therefore, we assume the typical number of outgoing lines/half-rings nlines = 8 for each MVGD
[3]. The line type is selected such that

Sline,max,th ≥
SMVGD,max · LF

nlines
(1)

with LF referring to the load factor in the heavy load flow case. In doing so, we suppose an
equally distributed load for each of the half-rings as reflected by Equation (1). As line and cable
equipment has discrete rated power Sline,max,th, we always choose the type of the next larger
value (see Table 1 in the Appendix). This identified line type is used as a default for all lines in
the particular MVGD. The HV-MV substation is equipped with two transformers each having
a nominal apparent power greater than SMVGD,max · LF (as small as possible). Their operating
voltage at the MV bus bar is set to nominal voltage.

Figure 5. Example for savings heuristic: (a) initial solution, (b,c) iterations, (d) savings
solution. Figure adapted from [12].

Using these technical guidelines, the savings heuristic can be applied to CVRP. The
grid structure obtained employing this method is described by a graph structure. Lines are
represented by edges, while loads and generators are nodes in the graph. In the initial solution,
each load area is located on a separate route which consists of two edges, see the example in
Figure 5 (a). The next step searches for possible savings by combining two routes with one-way
distances i.e. d0,i and dj,0. Equation (2) shows the saving si,j for one step ((b) of Figure 5).

si,j = (2 · d0,i + 2 · dj,0)− (d0,i + di,j + dj,0)

= d0,i + d0,j − di,j
(2)

The savings are calculated for all combinations of two routes and subsequently sorted in
descending order by the amount of savings. These savings are successively applied (b,c) until
there are no further improvements left (d).

The feasibility of a move is determined by restrictions on current carrying capacity and
voltage stability. They are continuously verified in each iteration (cf. Section 3.2). Therefore,
we use two modes of operation (normal and faulty) and adjust thresholds of tolerable current
and voltage:

(1) Under normal operating conditions, MV rings are operated as isolated half-rings [28]. These
are usually split by a switch disconnector at the location creating minimal power flows in



closed conditions [38]. Subsequently, current carrying capacity and voltage stability are
checked for each of the two half-rings as depicted in Figure 6 (a). A maximum line loading
of 60 % [2] and a maximum voltage drop of 5 % [15] from the secondary side of the HV-MV
substation to the primary side of the MV-LV substations are accepted.

(2) In case of a failure, the faulty segment is isolated by switch disconnectors, while the
remaining part of the ring is fed by one side (b). In the worst case, the faulty segment
is the closest to the substation. For this purpose, we allow a maximum line loading of
100 % of its current rating [2] and a tolerable voltage drop of 10 % [39].

Figure 6. Modes of operation: (a) normal, (b) failure in one half-ring. (For visualisation
purposes, the switch disconnector is located on line).

Due to the high number of route alterations and computational cost of power flow calculations,
simplified methods for detecting line congestion and voltage violations are required. Current
rating violations can be detected with small computational effort using the cumulative peak
load of a ring. The total voltage drop ∆U , however, needs to be calculated for every node
considering active and reactive power. In terms of the longitudinal voltage, this can be done by
using Equation (3) assuming the transverse voltage drop to be negligible [18, 40].

∆U =
n∑

i=1

∆Ui =
n∑

i=1

(Rk · Pi +Xk ·Qi)

UN
, (3)

Rk being the total resistance and Xk being the total reactance of lines from node i = {1, ..., n}
to the MV-LV substation. UN equals the nominal voltage of the grid.

Moreover, we use additional criteria to decide on the feasibility of a move:

• The maximum number of substations per ring is 20 [28].

• The maximum length of a full ring is 60 km [38].

Following this method, computable and technically stable MV rings are generated. However,
the savings heuristic produces solutions which are not necessarily optimal [34].

3.3.2. Improvement of initial topology
The identified grid topology is iteratively improved by exploring neighbouring solutions using
a local search heuristic. We apply so-called graph operators to reduce the cumulative length
of all rings in a MVGD. These include intra-route and inter-route techniques [41]. Intra-route



Figure 7. Graph operators: (a) Or-Opt (intra-route), (b) Relocate (inter-route), (c) Exchange
(inter-route).

operators apply modifications on a single route whereas inter-route operators involve segments
of two routes.

The Or-Opt operator (intra-route) relocates all possible chains of three to one consecutive
nodes within a route as illustrated in Figure 7 (a). It starts with three nodes followed by chains
with two nodes and finally relocates single nodes. The relocate operator (inter-route) moves a
single node from one route to another (b). The exchange heuristic swaps two nodes of different
routes (c). The three methods are applied consecutively in the order as mentioned. During
execution of every method, the best of all possible moves is performed starting over again until
there are no feasible improvements. The acceptance criterion given by the technical constraints
(cf. Section 3.2) is tested for every operation on the graph.

The modifications can reduce the cumulative ring length in a MVGD. The potential for
reduction by graph operators depends heavily on the quality of the initial savings solution [36].
It may happen that initial solutions are very close to a (local) optimum which cannot be improved
by graph operators.

3.3.3. Extending the base topology
The initial MV grid topology omits connection of satellite LAs, generation units, and MV-LV
substations in the LAs. These are connected to the ring after identification of the MV grid main
route. Therefore, different grid connection principles are applied in a particular order:

(1) Nodes close to an existing route of the grid (≤ 100 m) are included by modifying the route’s
course slightly, making the node part of the route [29] (Figure 8 (1)). This applies not only
to ring routes’ lines but also to branch lines.

(2) Remaining nodes are connected to the grid at the closest possible connection point that
is found using geographic information system (GIS) methods starting with a search radius
of 2000 m (Figure 8 (2)). If no points are located inside this circular area, the radius is
gradually expanded by 1000 m increments.

(3) If the first two connection options fail due to technical constraints, nodes are connected
directly to the main route via separate branch lines using the standard line type (cf. Section
3.3.1). See (Figure 8 (3)).

First, satellite LAs run through the grid connection procedure. Second, MV-LV substations
are connected to the grid. Then, aggregated LAs that are not modelled in detail and therefore
directly connected to the bus bar of the HV-MV substation follow, using the line type of largest
capacity. Finally, generation units are connected to the grid via branch lines (Table 1).

Grid connection of satellite LAs is affected by technical boundary conditions, such as
maximum length of and maximum cumulative peak load connected to a branch line. We define
a maximum length of branch lines of 2 km [13]. Furthermore, the cumulative peak load of a



Figure 8. Connect additional nodes: (1) Re-location of line to include node, (2) connect node
to closest point within search buffer, (3) fallback method: connect to ring.

branch line must not exceed 1 MVA. This is is the maximum power of a typical emergency
backup generator used by DSOs to supply branch lines in case of failure within the MV ring
[29, 38]. In order to meet the latter condition, the cumulative peak load of satellite LAs must be
considered. Therefore, we build groups of satellite LAs when connecting these to the grid. As
grid topology depends on the order of LAs connected to the grid, these are sorted alphabetically
to retain a reproducible result. Load areas that cannot be connected to branch lines due to the
1 MVA constraint on cumulative peak load are connected individually to the main route of the
MV grid.

Once LAs are connected to the centroid of the area, MV-LV substations inside the LAs are
considered, as well as their surrounding supply areas (the LVGDs). The topology of MV grids is
refined by connecting these MV-LV substations by the same method applied for connecting
satellite LAs. In this step, technical constraints such as maximum length and maximum
cumulative peak load connected by one branch line are omitted. In addition to the connection of
MV-LV substations, overhead lines within LAs are replaced by underground cables. Therefore,
we choose a cable type with at least the same current carrying capacity as the replaced overhead
line.

As described in Section 3.3.1, a ring’s switch disconnector is located on the line where power
flow is minimal in closed condition. Due to the extension of the grid, additional loads are
connected to the rings. Therefore, the switch disconnectors are subsequently relocated to fulfill
this requirement.

The grid connection of aggregated LAs takes place at the bus bar of HV-MV substations.
These areas of large consumption and dense population are excluded from detailed analyses in
the open eGo project, because their grids are assumed to be sufficiently equipped to carry the
feed-in by RES. Such an aggregated LA is connected by the largest type of cable considered in
our paper (see Table 1 in the Appendix).

The last step in extending the base topology is to connect generation units to the grid.
These units are added similarly and in compliance with German grid connection codes [18]
as described in Section 3.2. The method of grid connection as applied for connecting loads is
adapted; technical constraints (maximum branch line length and maximum cumulative capacity)
are not considered here.

The grid with extended topology results in a MV grid comprising a number of half-rings
which have several branch lines that connect additional loads and generators.



3.4. Grid stability and reinforcement
The base topology of MV grids was tested for current and voltage limit violations (see
Section 3.3.1). This does not include branch lines that were added afterwards in order to
connect remaining LAs, MV-LV substations and generators. The extension of the base topology
by these nodes may threaten grid stability. First, line congestion and overvoltages may exist
in these branch lines as those are equipped with the MVGD’s standard cable/line type without
verifying stable operation of the grid. Second, satellite LAs, MV-LV substations and generators
add additional load and generation capacities to the grid. These lead to different power flows.

These potential grid stability problems must be identified. Line congestion arises when actual
current exceeds rated current of a line/cable. Voltage violations occur when voltage at a node
exceeds the tolerable voltage. In general, a DSO must guarantee a voltage range of ±10 %
compared to nominal voltage [31]. To allow for separate tests in MV and LV level, this range is
usually split into two smaller ranges by DSOs. In MV grids, the connection of RES generators
can be approved by ensuring a voltage deviation of at maximum ±2 % relative to voltage levels
without RES connected to the grid [18]. We use the open-source tool PyPSA [42] for power flow
analysis to approve grid stability or identify stability problems.

These problems are subsequently eliminated by grid reinforcement to achieve a computable
and stable grid model of the status quo. This can be achieved by using several different methods
[30]. A hands-on approach that reflects state-of-the-art procedure of DSOs is described in
the DENA Verteilnetzstudie [2, 43]. It includes straightforward measures of modifying grid
topology and equipment type, both current and voltage-induced grid stability problems can
be resolved. Nevertheless, this approach is neither applicable to ring grids with branch lines
nor if multiple problems occur at once. Therefore, we use different strategies for grid extension
inspired by existing approaches. Firstly, line congestion is resolved by installing a line/cable with
appropriate current carrying capacity. Secondly, the resulting grid is tested again for remaining
voltage limit violations. These are resolved by replacing affected line segments between the
affected location and the HV-MV substation by equipment of the next larger current carrying
capacity. Grid segments that are reinforced in case of a voltage violation are on the shortest route
between that affected node and the HV-MV substation. If more than one node is affected, these
routes are likely to share segments. These segments are reinforced only once. This procedure
applies until all voltage limit violations are resolved.

4. Results1 & discussion
4.1. Grid topology example
In this work, we show that MV distribution grids can be constructed by applying heuristics to
solve CVRPs. In this section, we apply all steps described in the previous section to a sample
MVGD. We use a rural grid district with a cumulative peak load of 30.1 MVA and a mean load
density of 0.16 MVA/km2. The maximum distance from the HV-MV substation to the LAs’
centres is 19 km. Accordingly, it is equipped with 20 kV overhead lines (cf. Section 3.1).

Computing the solution of the savings heuristic in this rural grid district results in five rings
with (1) and (4) having suboptimal routes with crossings (see Figure 9). In addition, there is
one aggregated LA, which is connected to the HV-MV substation.

If we use the local search metaheuristics, the solution improves. It has fewer crossings
and shorter routes (see Figure 10). The line crossings are removed by the Or-Opt intra-route
operator. Due to these alterations, the switch disconnector in ring (1) is relocated to the position
of minimal power flow in closed condition (cf. Section 3.3.1). In this example, the inter-route
operators do not relocate or exchange nodes between rings.

This network is extended by satellite LAs, MV-LV substations and generators (see Figure 11).

1 Results were found using DINGO v0.1.2 [44]. Data is accessible via https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.795210

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.795210
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Figure 9. MV rings produced by savings
heuristic.
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Figure 10. Improved MV rings using local
search metaheuristics.

Using the connection principles of Section 3.3.3, the substations are connected forming an
individual grid within each LA. The present MV generators of voltage level 5 (Table 1) are
linked to the MV grid while generators of voltage levels 6 and 7 are aggregated inside LVGDs
according to their particular locations.

To detect possible line congestion and violations of voltage band, the grid is validated using
power flow calculations for both the heavy load flow and the reverse power flow scenario. Figure
12 shows the results for reverse power flow. In this scenario, the max. cumulative generation
is 2.62 MVA of voltage level 5 and 15.47 MVA of voltage levels 6 and 7 (demand are set to 0).
The voltages induced by generators exceed the nominal voltage in rings (1) and (2) by up to
3.7 % and hence violate the tolerable voltage band of ±2 % (cf. Section 3.4). As expected,
the overvoltage increases with distance to the HV-MV substation. In contrast, there is no line
congestion.

After applying reinforcement measures to existing lines according to Section 3.4, all
overvoltages were resolved. As depicted in Figure 13, the maximum overvoltage does not exceed
2 %.

What modifications were made during the reinforcement? The non-reinforced MV grid is
equipped with two types of overhead lines and one type of underground cable (Figure 14), the
latter being installed within LAs (cf. Section 3.3.3). Switch disconnectors are in an open state
and consequently, each half-ring is connected separately to the HV-MV substation. Hence,
replacement of line segments is done individually for each half-ring. There is no need for
reinforcements in rings (3), (4) and (5) (Figure 15). However, rings (1) and (2) show substantial
modifications. This corresponds to the significant violation of the voltage tolerance caused by
additional RES. All critical nodes feed into two half-rings, which are therefore equipped with
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Figure 11. Extended topology with satellite load areas, MV-LV substations and generators.
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Figure 12. Relative node voltage and line load of extended topology for reverse power flow
(voltage at HV-MV substation is set to to nominal voltage).

cables of 150 mm2 (ring (1)) and 240 mm2 (ring (2)). Finally, in some segments inside LAs,



cables of 240 and 300 mm2 are used to eliminate overvoltages. This can be traced back to the
different types initially used in LAs as described before. Predictably, the line load was decreased
due to the line extension.
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Figure 13. Relative node voltage and line load of extended topology after reinforcement
measures.

4.2. Statistical evaluation of MV grids
In order to validate our method, we compared the data of the generated synthetic medium-
voltage grids to real network data of Germany. Our data comprises 3608 MVGDs in total.
We were unable to generate a grid topology for 239 districts (∼ 6.6 %) since half of them (119
in total) contain only one or several aggregated LAs which are directly connected to the HV-
MV busbar. These grid districts are predominantly located in urban areas. The remaining 120
MVGDs fail for other reasons. The result of the comparison is shown in Table 4. In the following
the presented parameters are discussed in detail.

Table 4. Comparison of modelled data (some values scaled up for 3,608 MVGDs) with real
data (estimates according to [45]).

Equipment Model value m Real value r Deviation |(r −m)/r|

HV-MV transformers 8,276 7,500 10.3 %
MV-LV transformers 514,333 560,000 8.2 %
MV cables & overhead lines 495,499 km 507,000 km 2.3 %
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Figure 14. Relative node voltage and line types of extended topology.
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Figure 15. Relative node voltage and line types of extended topology after reinforcement
measures.

HV-MV transformers Because HV-MV substations are usually equipped with at least two
transformers to meet the (n-1)-criterion (cf. Section 3.2), our system has 7,728 HV-MV
transformers for 3,369 MVGDs that are successfully treated by DINGO. In order to make this
number comparable to the reference value of 7,500 found in the literature [45], we assume the
same average number of transformers in substations for missing MVGDs. Thus, in total the



number of HV-MV transformers for the 3,608 MVGDs adds up to 8,276.
The deviation of 10.3 % can probably be attributed to several reasons. First, the number

of HV-MV substations that was determined manually by Open Street Map users might be
inaccurate. Second, the number of transformers included in a substation is calculated using
peak demand and generation capacity of the MVGD. Overestimating these numbers directly
affects the number of transformers.

MV-LV transformers Based on an equidistant grid of 360 x 360 m2 describing the locations
of MV-LV substations in LAs, we identified 514,333 MV-LV substations for Germany. We
assume that this number also corresponds with the number of MV-LV transformers, since
every substation is usually equipped with one MV-LV transformer. The number of identified
transformers deviates from values found in the literature by about 8.2 %.

The supply area of 360 x 360 m2 for each substation is, of course, only an average estimation
and is based on the experience of the distribution system operator LVN [29]. However, the mean
distance between two substations in rural areas lies within the range of 500 and 2,000 metres
and in urban areas between 100 and 400 metres [38]. Hence, the number of substations is
overestimated in rural areas and underestimated in urban areas. It should be possible to achieve
a more accurate estimation by differentiating between urban and rural areas when modelling
the installation of MV-LV substations. Furthermore, we may underestimate the number of
transformers by assuming that only one transformer is installed in each substation. Sometimes
MV-LV substations are equipped with more than one transformer [46].

MV cables and overhead lines Only 464,180 (of in total 514,333) MV-LV substations are
considered in the resulting grid topology. The remaining 50,153 MV-LV substations are located
in aggregated load areas (that are of little interest for future studies), which are directly
connected to the HV-MV substations by using a virtual substation in the centre of the load
area (see Figure 9).

Accordingly, only 477,444 km of cables and overhead lines were laid in the model. This is
significantly less than the reference value provided in Table 4. However, there are additional
lines supplying the 50,153 substations in aggregated LAs which are not included in our
model. Since each MV-LV substation supplies an area of 360 x 360 m2, we assume a line
length of 360 metres per substation. This results in a total line length of 495,499 km
(≈ (50, 153 · 0.36 km) + 477, 444 km). This theoretical total line length exceeds values found
in the literature by 2.3 % (cf. Table 4).

4.3. Limitations
The method presented in this paper attempts to mimic characteristics of historic development
of MV grids. It is designed to reflect local characteristics by using spatially highly disaggregated
data. However, some local characteristics which have an impact on a grid’s topology are
disregarded, such as natural boundaries (e.g. rivers, forests, etc.) as well as transport
infrastructure. Furthermore, the large-scale spatial approach cannot consider particularities
of solitary cases that often influence grid planning decisions.

The strategy of local search produces solutions based on sequential improvements which put
restrictions on the solution space [36]. Applying the local search strategies in different orders
may result in a different optimum. To address this, additional heuristics can be employed,
such as large neighbourhood search and guided local search [12]. The first searches in a larger
neighbourhood and is therefore less susceptible to be caught in a local optimum. Guided local
search controls the local search algorithm using penalties in order to stimulate the local search
to escape local optima.



While calculating the base topology of the MV grid, regular LAs define the main route of a
ring. The exclusion of smaller loads does not consider if those agglomerate in a certain area.
However, current grid planning principles dictate that agglomerated loads forming a larger load
might be treated as part of the main ring. This leads to a tendency for individually connected
satellite LAs.

The topology of the grid and further characteristics are highly dependent on a set of
assumptions. The most influential parameters are: the topology itself (we only account for
ring grids), threshold peak load of a satellite LA, tolerable length and cumulative branch line
peak load, and re-routing distance threshold (cf. Figure 8 (1)).

Another limitation of the identified MV grids is related to the quality of input data. The
MVGDs that are used as a fundamental dataset to describe the area supplied by a MV grid are
based on a combination of municipal boundaries and Voronoi partition and do not necessarily
correspond to the actual shapes of supply areas. Furthermore, the geographical location of RES
generators is inaccurate.

It should be noted that the grid topology is reproducible when the same input datasets are
used. All methods that use random values are located in the data processing which precedes
our tool.

Our method currently does not compute a representation of LV grids. Future publications will
cover this topic in detail. Furthermore, sensitivity analyses on crucial parameters as mentioned
above will be conducted.

4.4. Comparison with other approaches
The method presented in this paper produces a set of plausible MV grids in Germany. The
most distinctive advantages of this dataset are the broad coverage and availability of data. The
dataset covers almost all MVGDs in Germany and is publicly accessible through the OEP [17].
Furthermore, due to stringent open-source licensing, the research community can adapt and
improve the method. The availability of grid data will allow third parties to evaluate results of
studies that use these data. Compared to reference grid data [7, 11, 10], a large range of different
grids can be created with the presented methods. Variations of grid topology and equipment
properties introduced by Monte-Carlo variations [3] provide a larger variety of grid data. This
allows for studies considering various scenarios in DGs returning results of increased robustness.
Nevertheless, grid data obtainable from the approach presented in our paper go a step further
by considering local characteristics of demand and supply for each grid.

5. Conclusions
To optimise the future electrical energy supply system while considering the interaction of all
voltage levels, a holistic approach is required. However, an open dataset for performing this
optimisation does not exist. Therefore, a core task of the research project open eGo, funded by
the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, is to close this gap.

The aim of the approach presented in this paper is to model the German status quo
distribution system as realistically as possible. While the electricity networks of the high and
extra high voltage levels generally run above ground and therefore can be modelled very well
in Open Street Map using aerial photographs, the modelling of the distribution grid is much
more difficult. One reason for this is the fact that the network components at these voltage
levels usually are not visible, since underground cables are used and the substations are often
integrated into buildings. Furthermore, at these voltage levels a substantially greater number of
network components is installed than at higher voltage levels. The challenge is to simplify the
modelling of distribution networks, which we address by breaking the problem down, beginning
with the medium-voltage networks. A further publication relating to the modelling of low-voltage
networks is planned.



All medium-voltage grids are generated for given supply areas using local load and generation
data [16]. To enhance our model (results / assumptions) we were able to work with a distribution
system operator from southern Germany and use their knowledge about planning principles.

The German electricity networks were designed in the post-war period to cover the energy
demand of consumers. Since renewable energy plants have been installed starting in the 1990s,
the requirements on the grids’ capacity have changed. To account for this development, we
choose a two-step approach. Accordingly, in the first step of the modelling process the network
topology is exclusively based on the load situation. To create the networks a CVRP is solved,
which has a minimum circuit length as target function. In the second step, additional branches
with loads as well as renewable energy power plants are connected to the electricity grids resulting
from step one. In order to ensure that the generated networks are as realistic and as accurate as
possible, typical parameters of medium-voltage components were used. In addition, the stability
of these networks was ensured by the use of power flow calculations.

Using this method, the entire medium-voltage level in Germany was modelled. In total 3608
MV networks were created. In terms of the number of transformers and total cable length, the
resulting networks show a deviation of < 10 % from real network data. It can be concluded
that the method presented in this paper allows to create a cost-optimised electrical distribution
system for Germany.

Appendix

Table 1. Types of cables and overhead lines considered. Lines and cables of a diameter greater
than 300 mm2 refer to parallel line/cable installation of smaller types.

Type Un in kV Imax,th in A R in Ω/km L in mH/km C in µF/km

Cables

NA2XS2Y 3x1x185 10 357 0.164 0.38 0.41
NA2XS2Y 3x1x240 10 417 0.125 0.36 0.47
NA2XS2Y 3x1x300 10 466 0.1 0.35 0.495
NA2XS2Y 3x1x400 10 535 0.078 0.34 0.57
NA2XS2Y 3x1x500 10 609 0.061 0.32 0.63
NA2XS2Y 3x1x150 20 319 0.206 0.4011 0.24
NA2XS2Y 3x1x240 20 417 0.13 0.3597 0.304
NA2XS(FL)2Y 3x1x300 20 476 0.1 0.37 0.25
NA2XS(FL)2Y 3x1x400 20 525 0.078 0.36 0.27
NA2XS(FL)2Y 3x1x500 20 598 0.06 0.34 0.3

Overhead lines

48-AL1/8-ST1A 10 210 0.35 1.11 0.0104
94-AL1/15-ST1A 10 350 0.33 1.05 0.0112
122-AL1/20-ST1A 10 410 0.31 0.99 0.0115
48-AL1/8-ST1A 20 210 0.37 1.18 0.0098
94-AL1/15-ST1A 20 350 0.35 1.11 0.0104
122-AL1/20-ST1A 20 410 0.34 1.08 0.0106

Nomenclature
CIGRE Conseil International des Grands Réseaux Électriques

CVRP capacitated vehicle routing problem



Table 2. Parameter assumptions applied

Parameter Value Unit

Max. branch line load 1 MVA
Max. branch line length 2,000 m
Satellite LA threshold 100 kW
Main route modification threshold 100 m
Grid connection search buffer 2,000 m
Grid connection search buffer increment 1,000 m
10 kV/20 kV load density threshold 1 MVA/km2

Branch detour factor 1.3
Max. count of half-rings 20
cosφ (loads) 0.9
cosφ (generators) 1.0
Nominal operational voltage at HV-MV substation 1.0 p.u.
Max. tolerable voltage deviation (heavy load flow case) -5 %
Max. tolerable voltage deviation (heavy load flow case, failure) -10 %
Max. tolerable voltage deviation (reverse power flow case) +2 %

DG distribution grid

DS distribution substation

DSO distribution system operator

GIS geographic information system

HV high-voltage

LA load area

LF load factor

LV low-voltage

LVGD low-voltage grid district

LVN LEW Verteilnetz GmbH

MV medium-voltage

MVGD medium-voltage grid district

NEP Netzentwicklungsplan (Network Development Plan)

OEP OpenEnergy Platform

OSM Open Street Map

RES renewable energy sources

WEC wind energy converter

WPA wind potential area
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